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FOREWORD 
Lest the admittedly vague title of these "notes" 
be too misleading, a word oJ explanation and of 
warning tJ the unwary reader may not be amiss. In 
the first place, the words "Art in Malta" instead of 
"'Maltese Art" mean to imply that, apart from certain 
local characteristics and inftuences which will be 
described in due course, t.he writer has often found it 
impossible to draw a neat line be:ween the Art of the 
Maltese and that of t~'leir various rulers, and has 
therefore found it adv-isable to describe the vari-o-us 
tendencies of art in Malta independently of the 
nationality of the artists. For that reason, the in-
<elusion of such names as Preti and Favray, who 
-exercised such a great influence on local artists, 
.should cause no surprise. But, on the other hand, no 
hard and fast rule has been observed in this respect 
and Melchior Gafa, for instance, who should logically 
be left out because he worked almost exclusively in 
Rome, has been included because he was not only 
the greatest but also the most misrepresented of 
Maltese artists. 
Finally, these sketches have no desire to be any 
more than their name implies. They are not a history 
in ·any generally accepted sense, but ·a collection of 
data, compiled by a layman and documented where 
:possible, which, it is hoped, will make the task of 
future historians easier. 
E. S. 
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Halsaftieni: detail of Hypogeum, showing roof, 
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. 
I. THE STONE AGE 
In his monumental "History of Architecture on 
the Comparativ€ Method", Sir Banister Fletcher men-
tions six main influences which contribute to the 
formation of particular styles and to the general 
development of Architecture. They are geography, 
geology, ciimate, religion, social conditions and history. 
In the development of every form of Art in Malta, 
it will be seen that the overriding influence through 
the centuries has been geography. One might almost 
say during every decade of each century, Maltese art 
'faithfully reflects the unending pageant of history 
which, in its turn, has always been a direct result of 
the unique pDsition of the Maltese Islands astride the 
world's principal commercial routes. 
To a lesser degree, the abundance of excellent 
building stone, the temperate climate, scarcity of rain 
and almost complete absence of timber, the staunch 
Roman Catholic faith of the Islanders and the pre-
carious, often chaotic, s<)cial conditions in which the 
people lived for long periods, have all influenced the 
development of Maltese art. As far as possible, the 
:extent to which these influences have been brought 
to bear from time to time, will be shown when each 
style .or period is being described. 
The most important group of monuments to be 
found in the Maltese Islands, is the unique series of 
megalithic temples of the New Stone Age, the appro-
ximate date of which has been fixed at about 3000 
B.C., a period f,ar beyond the narrow limits of History, 
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Tarxien: detail of Neolithic Temple. 
when it is impossible to establish who the inhabit-
2 nts of Malta were. Cl) 
Such, however, is the importance of this period 
of Maltese Art, even when considered in relation to 
every other corresponding phase in the Mediterranean 
or on the European mainland, that Ugolini declares: 
"If it did not seem a I1·aradox, I would say that the 
Maltese Neolithic phase '" might very well be wnsi-
dered the C:assic 1leriod o'f 'primit:v,e ar·chaeo:Jgy" (2) .. 
Where a publication to which reference is made here i& 
included in the Bibliography at the end of this book, only the 
author, date of publication and page are given in the footnotes. 
1. Sir T. Zammit: "The N eolithic Temples of Hal 
Tllrxicll"; Malta, 1929. 
2. Ugolini, 1934, p. 133. 
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Tarxien: detail of Neolithic Temple. 
There is a large number of these temples, the 
most noteworthy being those at Ggantija, Gozo, and 
at Mnaidra, Hagar Qim and Tarxien in Malta. Al-
though they are all of one type, it is obvious that 
they were built at various dates, often at considerable 
intervals of time. As a result, it is possible to follow 
the develo:;,;ment and sometimes even to observe the 
origin of certain deta ils of· building technique which, 
with some slight modifications, are in use to the 
present day. 
Besides the surface buildings, there is also 'the 
subterranean temple, or Hypogeum, of Halsaflieni, at 
Pawla, whiCh reproduces se'veral of the details of the 
others; so that its discovery has made it possible f·or 
. {me to examine a most important feature, namely the 
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.1'oof, whIch has entirely diSappeared from all the 
surface temples. 
As far as can be deduced from a stone model 
found at Mgarr, the temples were originally mono-
cellular, but at a later period two or more intercom-
municating apartments were added, probably when 
the original hall became too small to hold its con-
gregation. All the buildings tha t have so far been 
discovered are ·of the same type. They consiSt of a 
series of elliptical chambers payed with huge 
blocks of stone which are sunk into the ground and 
smoothed till their upper surfaces look like flagstones. 
In most cases they also have a semicircular forecourt 
and a retaining wall of immense upright orthostats. 
The walls of the apses are usually built with rows 
of huge vertical slabs at the bottom, generally of 
coralline lime-stone, six or seven feet high, sur-
mounted by several rows of horizontal slabs. At the 
corners of the entrances and of the corridors between 
each apse, the upright slabs are high enough to cover 
the width of the lowest horizontal layer, and thus 
form a sort of hinding for the whole structure. Most 
of the slabs, especially those at Tarxien, show signs 
of having been dressed with some kind of flint in-
strument and. usually, the edges are fitted together 
with astonishing precision. In some of the uprights 
there are holes through which primitive hinges made 
of rope or sinew may ha ve been threaded, and to 
whIch was attached a door which could.be made fast 
from the inside. These holes are also to be ob.i;'erved 
in a more primitive state at Ggantija. 
The roof was probably a kind of vault, as 'can be 
gathered not only from the reliefs in Halsaflieni 
Hypogeum but also from the remains of vaults which 
are still to be seen in some of the apses. Two varieties 
were in use, the corbelled vault, which was practically 
barrel-shaped, and another which is very much like 
a real dome. The first, which is more clearly shown 
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at Hag-ar Qim and Mnaidra, was obtained by gradual", 
ly projecting the horizontal layers of the walls to-
wards the centre until tl1e two sides were near enough 
for the space between them to be covered by a single 
slab. The type found at Tarxien, On the other hand, 
is a much more scientific piece of work. Not only do 
the horizontal slabs. project inwards, but they are also 
properly shaped and smoothed so that, instead of be-
ing covered by a slab, the aperture at the top is closed 
by a regular keystone. 
Certain parts of the temples, notably the altars 
and their surroundings which, it appears, were inac-
cessible to the general public, are richly decorated 
with reliefs, often of a high artistic standard. Usually 
they consist of very elaborate spiral designs. In 'some 
cases, however, there 8 re superbly executed reliefs of 
fishes and animals, from which a fairly gOJd icte3. 
of the ritual and ceremonies of th:Jse remote times 
can be obtained, The usual bulls, pigs and sheep, 
Hag-ar Qim: detail DIj' Neolithic Temple. 
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symbolical of strength and fertility and la ter to be 
adopted by the Romans in their "Suovetaurilia", are 
well in evidence. Quite a number of the uprights are 
decorated with innumerable small holes, as though 
they had been preI>ared to take some kind of stucco. 
The domestic architecture of the Neolithic age 
can only be conjectured at, as, apart from the great 
monuments already described, no trace remains of 
tll e buildings in which the people actually lived. 
However, some light is shed on the ma tter by a carved 
fragment from Tarxien which. on reconstruction, was 
found to be part of the ground plan of a large house 
with spacious rooms. ample forecourts and a retain-
ing wall which may very well prove to be the fore-
runner of those massive stone country houses with 
open loggias and uncovered staircase. which gradually 
developed into the great city palaces and Auberges. (3) 
Tlhe allround impression given by the Maltese 
Stone Age monuments is one of such aesthetic sen-
sitiveness in the arrangements of detail and the 
composition of masses, and of such absolute function-
ality. as though every stone had been placed and 
every line carved for a definite pUl'J.'1ose, that one 
-can safely say, with Zammit. that they are "the 
result of a refinement of primitive culture developed 
after centuries of trial and adaptation." (4) 
The excavations carried out in the main temples 
have also yielded a fine crop of sculptures of'a very 
hig'J. artistic standard, especia,lly when due consider-
ation is had of the age in which they were produced. 
Maltese neolithic soulpture is a fascinating sub-
ject, only the fringes of which have yet been studied, 
t.hough some attention has been devoted to it in an 
interesting and well-documented article by Zammit 
3. ibid.. and ill ustration. 
4. Zammit, op. cit. 
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Valletta Museum: statuette jrom Halsaljieni. 
and Singer (5). The majority of the figurines which 
have come tJ light are made of the yellowish, easily 
earved, globigerina limestone, of which the temples 
themsel vesare constructed and still the most widely 
used building material in Malta. Other statuettes are 
made of rough clay, a layer of which is t-o be found 
between the globigerina and the lower coralIine stone. 
The sculptures may be divided roughly into two 
main categories, those which appear to be idealized 
representations of the human form and others, much 
less numerous, which seem to be portraits. The ideal-
,ized types were ev:dently meant for some definite 
purpose,probably religious. Usually they represent 
seated female figures, either completely nude or wear-
ing a sort of skirt. The workmanship of these sta-
5. v. Bibliography. 
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.tuettes is conventional and not very much different 
from that of the present day. First of all they wer~ 
roughly carved to shape with flint instruments; then 
they were smoothed over and, ,finally, the finished 
work was polished wit,h some kind of fatty substance 
to make it glossy. 
The terracotta statuettes, on the other hand, are 
pure works of art in which the artists were able to 
give full play to sentiment and imaginatio·n. Two of 
'them, in particular, are gems of primitive art which 
deserve to be studied in detail. The first, which was 
discovered at Magar Qim, is a remarkable figurine 
of a woman past her prime, made of red earthenware 
and standing about twelve centimetres high. Despite 
; the vast adipose accumulations such as are to be seen 
'in nearly all local sculpture of the period, the skilful 
treatment of skeleton and muscles is amazing. Par-
ticularly in the sculpture ,of the back, a sound know':' 
ledge of anatomy is displayed by the sculptor with a 
wealth of realistic detail. 
T,he second statuette is in two parts, showing a 
female lying on a couch, variously described as a sybil 
or prophetess, and a .sleeping devotee. It is worthy of 
'note that the figure was found in the Hslsafiieni 
Hypogeum, in which there is an oracular chamber 
with remarkable acoustic properties. The figure is 
nude to the waist; but the legs are enveloped in the' 
ample folds of a pleated skirt. Even here the usual 
m,sses of fat are to be observed, contrasting gro-
tesquely with the extreme smallness of the hands, 
'and feet. The graceful pose of the sleeper, despite her 
bulk, and the expression of unruffled serenity on her 
face, are remarkable. 
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The exact date of the Greek domination OIf Malta. 
!Cannot be determined with any sort of precision; but 
it; seems clear that Malta formEd part of the Greek 
(iol11,nions towards the 7th century B.C., when the 
highest peak of Mediterranean culture had been 
reached in the ci:ies of what came to be known as 
Magna Graecia. Unfortunately, although the magni-
licent structures at Selinus, Segesta,' Paestum and 
elsewhere show that Greek architects were active all 
lOver Sicily and Southern Italy, up to the present no 
trace of their work has been discovered in these 
Islands. nor, for that matter, is it possible to say 
. whether classic art was known to local craftsmen 
before it was introduced by the Romans. 
Malta fell into the hands of the Romans under 
Tiberius Sempronius at the beginning of the Second 
Punic War and, at that time, must have been parti-
cularly rich and flourishing, as testified by various 
contemporary historians, whose statements are fully 
borne out by the numerous and excellent fragments 
Qf architecture and sculpture which have come down 
to us. Towards the middle 'Of the 5th century, Malta 
was captured by the Vandals and, when the latter 
had been driven out by Belisarius, the Islands formed 
part of the Eastern Empire until they were overrun 
by the Arabs in A.D. 870. 
The most important relic of this period is the 
Roman Villa, which is to be found within the limits 
o~ 7·he 3.ncient city of "MeZita", more or less the 
" modern Rabat, which, from time immemorial until 
1571, was the c'apital of the Island. Of the original 
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NotabHe: Mosaics in the Ro.man Villa 
edifice, generally thought to have been the residence 
Qlf the Governor of the Island and where St. Paul 
probably lodged for a time in A.D. 60, all that remain 
intact are the mosaic floors of the peristyle, with Us 
richly decorated impluV'iu,m, and of the two lateral 
rooms. The peristyle has been partly reconstructed 
with some of the original columns and various frag-
ments of architecture carved in local stone are still 
to be seen on the premises. The mosaics, with their 
elaborate designs and brilliant colouring, are 
minutely described in the local guidebook written by 
Sir T. Zammit, who was largely responsible for the 
work of restoration carried out in 1924-25 (6). 
6. S,ir T. Zammit: "TIle Roman Villa JIlIsellm"; 
Malta, 1930, p. 28. 
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The Catacombs, which are to be found in a. 
relatively large number in and around Rabat, date. 
from the end of the 4th or the beginning of the 5th; 
century. This seems to imply that the Maltese were 
able to practice their religion unmolested for some, 
considerable time, as they had been converted to' 
Christianity by St. Paul in A.D. 60. From the archi-! 
tectural point of view, the Malta catacombs are 
unique of their kind because, unlike those in Italy, 
they are not in the shape of long, narrow passage-
ways, but mostly in the form of rectangular spaces 
opening into one another to form a self-contained 
and easily accessible unit. The well-known qualities 
of the local limestone made it possible for the 
architects to hew them out of the solid rock without 
any additional structural support. 
Characteristic features of the local catacombs are 
the canopied table-graves and the window graves. 
The first are in the shape of low stone tables stand-
ing in the middle of the burial chamber, hollowed,out 
in the middle to receive the corpses and with slender 
supports rising from the corners to meet a sort of 
canopy shaped out of the rock of the ceiling. The 
window-graves, which are to be found nowhere else 
but in Malta, consist of a shallow alcove in the wall 
with a little window cut in the middle,' behind which 
a grave for one or two persons, generally placed 
lengthwise, has been cut in the live-rock. Further 
interesting details are the large round tables so often 
to be encountered, and which were probably used for' 
funeral banquets or "wakes", such as are held in 
some parts of the world to this very day. At one 
time, the catacombs were C'Jvered with decorations 
and inscriptions, but the action of water oozing· 
through the lime-stone caused them to disappear in 
a short time. (7), 
Byzantine Art, which reached full maturity under 
7. Ferrua, 1949, p. 7-8. 
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Rabat: section of Catacombs. 
Justinian, when the Maltese Islands already formed 
part of the Ea~tern Empire, may have been introduced 
at some time betwe:m the 6th and 7th centuries. 
It is difficult to say whether it was able to effect any 
progress before the Arab domination (870-1090) or 
even during that per:od when, as is generally believed, 
the local inhabitants again took to the catacombs. 
At any rate, the few mural paintings which still 
survive, in an extremely dilapidated condition, in .the 
subterranean burial places of the Rabat area and .in 
{)ne or two tumbledown country Chapels, do not even 
date as far back as that. 
The most interesting are certainly those to be 
found in the "Tad-Deyr" hermitage, on the outskirts 
{)f Rabat, which survives from the original Benedictine 
Monastery which existed before the Saracen invasi:on. 
All that now remains is a rambling series of apart-
ments hollowed out of the hillside. Most of them 
,contain elaborately sculptured table-graves, .some of 
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them surmounted by arches which perform the double 
function of holding up the roof and providing cano-
pies for the mensae. However, there is also a large 
room, the first to be entered, which was obviously 
the chapel, and which contains a wide absidal niche 
where the altar used to stand. On one of the walls 
there is a rather elaborate group of the Crucifixion 
and, on another, the scene of the Annunciation. In 
the first painting, which fills the apse, there is a main 
group showing the Crucified Redeemer with the 
Madonna and St. John the Evangelist on either side.: 
Two other figures, a second Madonna and an angel, 
appear to have been added on as an afterthought;' 
in fact, not only are these figures outside the main 
composition, but the Madonna is also in a sort of 
niche with a little colonnade or loggia at the left. (8) 
Judging by what is left of these paintings, they 
can hardly date from before the end Of the 13th 
century and, though hardly yet approaching even the 
fringes of the Renaissance, have already left behind 
much of the rigid formalism of pure Byzantine art-
On the whole, in nearly all the frescoes, including: 
those of St. Agatha, which may be rather earlier, an: 
admirable freedom of interpretation and composition, 
is to be noted and, above all, a marked infiltration of 
typical Sicilian elements. 
Among the earlier mediaeval churches still exist-
ing in Malta, some of which have survived in an 
almost fragmentary condition, there are to be found 
specimens of practically every architectural style, 
from the simplest paleo-Christian absidal chapel to, 
Churches that reveal distinct Byzantine, Sicilian and 
Norman influence. The area in the southern part of 
the Island. which comprises the villages of 
Luqa, Imqabba and Zurrieq, appears to have felt the-
influence of the East most strongly. It appears pro-
bable that a colony of Eastern Christians settled here, 
8. Caruana, 1898, p. 125 and plate XI. 
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Zejtun: interior of St. Gregory. 
',after the Moslem invasion of Syria, Egypt and Cyrenai-
·ca. (9) Until a few years ago, there existed on the out-
.skirts of Zurrieq the ruins of a church dedkated to 
~St. Cyrus of Alexandria which was the only mediaeval 
absidal church to be found in Malta. Old photographs 
.:show traces of a large fresco of Christ in the apse: 
:and from this and certain architecturatl features such 
.as the pointed arches that still survive, it is possible 
to date it to the end of the 11th or the beginning of 
the 12th century. that is, after the end of the. Arab 
,d<Jmina tion. 
The architecture of the Siculo-Norman period, 
9. Bonello, 1937. 
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.more than .any other, is inextricable from its 
.historical background. It has been variously styled 
Siculo-Norman, Siculo-Gothic and Arabo-Norman 
.and, at this stage, a word of explanation of this 
nomenclature may not come amiss. 
When Count Roger of Normandy, twelfth son of 
'Tancred d'Hauteville came to Malta in 1090, a great 
revival of architecture was taking place in Northern 
Italy, espeCially in the great cities of Tuscany and 
Lombardy, which eventually produced such gems as 
Sant'Ambrogio of Milan, the great monuments of 
Pavia and the Cathedrals of Parma, Modena and 
Piacenza. At the fame time the development of trade 
relations with the East was one of the main causes of 
·the blending of Romanesque and Byzantine art which 
eulminated in the splendours of St. Mark's, in Venice. 
In Sicily, which had imbibed elements of each of 
'these styles, as well as being influenced by the art of 
the Arabs. the Normans managed to produce some-
thing new. which was a successful blending of all of 
them, superimposed with an extraordinarily mellow-
ing effect on the rather bleak constructions to which 
they had been used in their native climate. To quote 
Corrado Ricci, "Sicilian it might very well be called 
'because, though not possessing any native element, 
jt appears almost exclusively in Sicily; Norman it 
might also be called because, though not having the 
'slightest trace of anything Norman about, it was 
evolved during the Norman occupation of Sicily." (10) 
According to the contemporary historian Mala-
'terra, one of Roger's first important acts on arriving 
in Malta was to reestablish the Cathedral in all its 
'pristine dignity and, later, to institute the first .ten 
senior rural parishes. Unfortunately, few, if any, of 
'these primitive churches remain and the Cathedral 
itself was destroyed by an earthquake in 1683; (11) 
10. Arata, 1914; preface by Corrado Ricci. 
11. A.A. Caruana: "Mollo.~,.afia Cl'itica della Cattedrale 
Apostolica di Millta"; Malta, 1899, p. S. 
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even those which are known to have existed before 
the Arab invasion, such as the semi-troglodytic 
churches of St. Angelo and Mellieha, have undergone 
such drastic alter.ations that they reveal practically 
nothing of their origins. 
The few mediaeval churches which have remain-
.. 
ed free of Baroque encrustations, such as St. Mary of 
Bir Miftuh and St. Gregory of Zeitun, although pri-
mitive in planning and structure when compared 
with their Sicilian contemporaries, are obviously nearer 
to the 15th than to the 12th century. Their main 
interest from an architectural point of view lies in 
the use of stone where, in other countries, timber 
WJuld be the most natural material. In the complete 
absence of any kind of timber from which rafters 
Notabile: windOW in Palazzo Gatto-Murina. 
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Notabile: window in Palazzo Falzon; c. 1400 
'Could be made, an interior of any length had to be 
divided into a number of bays of the maximum width 
that could be bridged by a stone slab, which was 
usually about six feet. The slabs were laid across 
arches supported by piers projecting fNm the walls. 
In St. Gregory, there is a number of these bays, with 
a larger cross-ribbed bay in the centre which is a 
later addition, and arches down each side of the nave 
between the piers. 
This simple blt effective roofing method was 
used for many years, undergoing gradual changes but 
neyer being entirely ,abandoned before the middle of 
the 17th century. As time went ':n and more space 
was required, the piers were removed and the walls 
were thickened to take the strain of the .arches, which 
were often pointed to lessen their downward thrust. 
As cross-ribbed vault gave way to barrel-vault, even 
the latter was obtusely-pointed, a feature which was 
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used with great effect by Cassar and Dingli. So that 
whilst elsewhel;e the pointed arch had by this time-
taken on a stylistic, sometimes even a merely decora-
tive significance, its character in Maltese architecture 
cmtinued to be strictly functional right into the 
middle of the Baroque. 
As regards the domestic architecture of that age, 
the same simple plan is to be observed which con-
tinued in use all through the 17th cent)iry and 
which has been neatly described by Ward' Perkins: 
"courtyard, central stone-vaulted entrance, flanking-
stone-vaulted store-rooms and stables and, above, the 
main rooms with their ceiling of Sicilian timber". 
Only the staircase, which in the early days was built 
out in the courtyard, much as it is in present-day' 
Maltese farmhouses, was later placed under cover. (12) 
The most ancient of these buildings seems to be 
the Palazzo Santa Sofia, in Notabile, to which an. 
additional 5tory was added recently. Most of the 
others seem to have been raised within the next few 
years and, judging by certain structural and orna-
mental details, which they have in common with 
Sicilian houses of the period, it is safe to date them 
to the end of the 14th and beginning of the 15th 
centuries. There is no doubt that, as was the case in 
Sicily, the Normans did not import any architects. 
from Normandy but that, on the contrary, they made 
use of those who were to be found in Malta and who 
were best suited to work on the local stone which, at 
that time, must have seemed wellnigh inexhaustible. 
The most noticeable features of the Notabile and. 
Vittoriosa Palaces are the singularly beautiful window 
openings and decorations, the elegance of which is in 
striking contrast with the forbidding severity of the' 
facades. The graceful double window of the Captain's 
House in St. Angelo, and of Palazzi Falson and Gatto-
Murina in Notable with their decorated hoodmoulds,. 
12. Ward Perkins, 1942. 
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NrcCOLO' FLAVARI: Courtyard of Inquisitor's Palace, Vit-
toriosa; c. 1535. 
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are the counterparts of those on the Montalto (1397) 
and Bellomo Palaces in Syracuse, and of numerous 
other buildings in Palermo, Taormina and elsewhere. 
Certain decorative details, such as the double row of 
triangular mensulae along the string-courses of Santa 
Sofia and Palazzo Falson across the way, seem to be 
.of local origin, as also do the peculiar miniature 
arches on Palazzo Gatto-Murina. 
When, in 1530, Charles V. granted the Maltese 
Islands in fief to the Knights of Malta, who duly 
arrived with their own particular ideas of ecclesiastic, 
domestic and defensive architecture, this style did 
not die out at once. In fact, the Castellania, later used 
as the Inquisitors' Palace, which was one of .the first 
public buildings to be erected by the Knights on their 
arrival, contains a small, dignified, and unmistake-
ably Gothic cloister. It is the work of NrcCOLO F'LAVARI, 
an architect who followed the Knights to Malta from 
Rhodes. (13) The "Siculo-no1"manno" continued to 
influence local architects until the early 17th cen-
tury and even Girolamo Cassar used the Norman 
column with its cushion capital as a decorative 
feature, whilst other elements, such as the obtusely-
pointed arch and the flying buttress, helped him to 
solve the most serious roofing problem he ever had to 
face, that of the vault of St. John's. 
13. I nm indebted for this attribution to Chev. Vincenzo 
Bonello. 
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Ill. THE RENAISSANCE AND 
THE KNIGHTS OF MALTA 
The revival of classical learning in Europe which 
followed almost immediately upon the capture of 
Constantinople in the early 13th century and reached 
its climax a couple of centuries later wn€n Filippo 
Brunelleschi (1377-1446) abandoned the Gothic forms 
and reverted to the classic style, found Malta, to say 
the least, unprepared. The Renaissance, as this new 
movement came to be c3lled, was not merely a stylistic 
phenomenon, it was a com)lete and universal return 
to the study of Antiquity which so impressed itself 
upon the scholars and craftsmen of the perioiil. that 
they called it la Rinascita, or the rebirth, of art and 
letters in general. Its most important effect. was, 
therefore, not only to modify the work of writers and 
artists but also to alter the spirit in which the' work 
itself was approached. Of course, the birth of the 
Renaissance in Tuscany was made possible by the 
pe,culiar social and historical conditions in which the 
Republic found itself at the beginning of the 15th 
century, which in turn were brought about not only 
by merely physical elements but above all by the 
national character of its citizens. (14) 
A glance at the historical and political vicissitudes 
of Malta at that ag'e will show at once that, up to 
the third quarter of the 16th century, the Maltese 
were hardly in the mood to give a thought to, much 
less to recreate the sp1rit of Antiquity. In 1420, at 
the height of the Renaissance, they were scraping 
together 30,000 gold florins to redeem their islands 
14. N. Pevsner: "An Olltline of El/ropean Architecture"; 
London, 1945, p. 90 seqq. 
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;. 
Fort St. Angelo: sta~rcase of Captain's House. 
(From an old eng'Taving.) 
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from Don Consalvo Monroy, to whom they had heen 
mortgaged by Alfonso the "Magnanimous" and, bare-
ly four years later, they were desperately resisting 
.an attack by a horde of Barbary corsairs. 
Some respite was gained in 1530 when, on the 
initiative of Pope Clement VII, the Islands were 
granted in fief to the Order of St. John of Jerusalem; 
but the latter had hardly settled down when, in 1565, 
they were subjected to a terrific onslaught and were 
almost overcome by the whole armed might of 
Suleiman the Magnificent. When at last it was decided 
to end such an impossible state of affairs once for 
all by building a new and impregnable city on the 
.strip of land between the two principal harbours, the 
Renaissance was approaching its gorgeous but inexor-
able sunset and other more fanciful creeds were 
being proclaimed in the world of Art. So that, in 
.spite 'of what is said by Flower, Braun and others, 
there is no Maltese art of any kind that can be 
<called Renaissance in the true sense of the word. 
Apart from sculptural decoration which is lavishly, 
and sometimes anachronistically, employed both on 
ecclesiastic and civic buildings, the structures them-
selves are still mediaeval in conception, I>lanning and 
design, and it is not till the beginning of the 17th 
-century that local art emerges slowly' and painfully 
from the Middle Ages into the full-blooded bloom of 
the Baroque. 
However, it is an ill wind that blows nobody any 
good, for the decision to build a new city resulted 
in an architectural -boom which has never since been 
equalled and which enabled at least one great crafts-
man to rise to the occasion. In fact, with the birth 
.and glorious history of Valletta is indissolubly linked 
the name of GIROLAMO CASSAR (1520-1586), military 
architect of the Order of ,st. John who, on being 
placed in overall charge of public works, was to design, 
:practically single-handed, the first nucleus of the 
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grandiose monuments which were to earn for Valletta:. 
the title of "City of Palaces". 
Cassar's early tratning was received at the hands. 
uf those architects who, in the short interval between 
the arrival of the Knights in 1530 and the Great, 
Siege of 1565, were engaged in converting the small' 
maritime suburh of the Borgo, later known as Vitto-
riosa, into the administrative centre of the Island and. 
in making it strong enough to withstand the Turks 
who were expected to follow up their success at. 
Rhodes with an all-out attack on Malta. The division 
of the Order into eight separate languages necessit-
ated the erection of Auberges, or hoste:s, for each 
.one, and these early buildings in Vittoriosa are perhaps 
the most important signpost on the road between 
mediaevalism and the new architecture of V,alletta. 
The Auberge d'Angleterre, which must have been 
well on the wsy to completion before Henry VIII 
eonfiscated the property of the English Langue in 
1534, may be taken as a typical example both of the 
planning and of the decoration raJ the period. In 
groundplan it fonews the traditional layout round a. 
central courtyard, with stone-vaulted rooms on either 
side of the main entrance. The surviving Auberge de 
France is also built on the same lines. As regards. 
detail, it will be noted at once that the pointed Nor-
man arch has completely disappeared from doors and. 
windows. Thus as regards lighting, the date of the 
Knights' arrival in Malta may safely be accepted as 
the border-line between the mediaeval hoodmould. 
and the square-headed window surmounted by an 
architrave which, with its wellknown triple-roll mould-
ing, is henceforth to be the most prominent feature 
of Maltese architecture. Pointed ceilings snd an occa-
sional obtusely-pointed doorway may still be met with 
as late as 1610; and although the triple moulding, 
15. Occhini, 1937, p. 19. 
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Francesco Laparelli da Cortona (1521-1570). 
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which is reputedly of local ongm, does not appear 
before this period, it remains in vogue for some con-
siderable time so that, by itself, neither of the two 
features is sufficient to date a building. 
External decoration up to the middle of the 16th 
century is, generally speaking, conspicuous by its. 
absence, for the Knights seem to have been overcome 
by the deeply-rooted local traditions as also perhaps. 
by the cumbersome, albeit pliant nature of the avail-
able building materials. A further possibility is that 
they were in too great a hurry to have their defences. 
ready in time for the impending invasion to pay any 
great attention to external embellishments. At any 
rate, after a comparatively short breathing space, in 
May 1565 the Turks launched their long awaited at-
tack whiCh not only brought the Knights' building 
schemes to an abrupt end but also demonstrated very 
forCibly that what had already been achieved in the 
way of fortification could be considered obsolete. The 
Middle Ages had taken an inordina tely long time to 
fade away; but at last a new sun was rising to shine 
on what was to be the Golden Age of Maltese Art., 
When at last the GreH Siege was over, the mili-
tary power of the Order of st. John was at its last 
gasp; the fortifications lay in ruins and a large per-
centage of the defenders had become casualties. At 
the urgent insistence of Grand Master La Vallette, 
Cosimo dei Medici, Grand Duke of Tuscany, with the 
consent of Pius IV, decided to send his foremost mili-
tary engineer to review the situation. CAPTAIN FRAN-
CESGO LAPARELLI DA CORTONA (1521-1570) was at the 
height of his career when he arrived in Malta and 
was particularly well known for the assistance he 
had rendered to Michael Angelo in St. Peter's. A man 
of grim and indomitable character. Laparelli's whole 
personality may be summed up in the famous sentence 
he wrote at about that time: "Gran cosa e il jondar 
nuova citta, mecterla in dijesa, abitarla" hOnOraria et 
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GIROLAMO CASSAR: Auberge d' Aragon, Valletta; 1571 
difen.derla: tutte cose figliuole dell'IrnrnortalittL". (16) 
It does not seem to have taken him long to gra,n 
the state of local affairs; for he presented his first 
report to the Grand Master on the 3rd of January: 
1566. In spite of this, the building of the new city, 
hung in the balance for some time. The Grand Master' 
himself, of whom the exasperated architert said: 
"lungo di corpQ cosi e lungo all'esegui1'e e alle risolu-· 
zioni" was doubtful and irresolute even after the first; 
stone had been laid. However, much of the work l1aQl 
already been completed when, in April 1568, Laparelli 
left for Rome, leaving Girolamo Cassar to carry on 
in his stead, and intending never to return. He did' 
so, however, on the election of Grand Master del 
Monte, and he remained here till 1570 when, having 
volunteered to fight for the forces of Venice, he died .. 
16. ibid., p. 17. 
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of a plague at Corfu, just missing the battle of 
Lepanto. (17) 
"Mastro Geronimo", on whose ca~)able shoulders 
the entire work now rested, was fifty years old and 
had served wit·h considerable bravery throughout the 
Grea t Siege, being promoted chief engineer in suc-
cession to MastI'<:} EVANGELISTA MENGA OF COPERTINO, 
whom he had also assisted in the Borgo. A year pre-
viously, obviously in anticipation of his future respon-
;sibilities, he had been sent on a tour of the principal 
.cities of Italy tJ acquaint himself with the architec-
·,ture of the Continent and, to repeat the words of his 
instructions: "per auualersine in SUo essemplo nel-
l'Qpre ch'egli hauera' da tar per seru~tio di nostra Re-
ligione". (18) 
The concluding pages of Bosio's history of the 
perio'd give detailed and often amusing accounts ,of 
the progress of work under Cassar's direction. From 
a certHicate granted to him by Grand Master La 
Cassiere in 1581 we find that his princi!Jal works in, 
tCluded the seven Auberges of the Languages, ·the 
Magisterial P·alace and the Conventual Church of .st 
,John, as well as the designs for the Churches 'of St. 
Paul, St. Mary of Porto Salvo, St. Mary of Jesus, the 
Cannine and St. Augustine . 
. : 'Of the' ol'iginal seven Auberges, those of Castile 
and' 'Italy were drastically altered· during the 
17th and 18th century, that of Germ'any was pulled 
down in 1839, whilst those of France and Auvergne 
were completely destroyed during the last War. Of the 
two survivors, the Auberges of Provence and Aragon, 
17. The beot known architect of this period was Bartolo-
meo Genga (1518-1558), architeCt to the Dukes of Urbino. He 
was chief engineer of the Order from about 1550 and worked 
,extensively on the buildings and fortifications of Vittoriosa .. 
18. Archives of the Order of Malta; "Libel· Hullll)"u m". 
\Vol. 432, fol. 253; 23rd April, 1569; v. Appendix: 
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GmOLAMO CASSAR: st. John. Valletta; 1573-77. 
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-the latter may safely be taken 2 s a typical example 
of Cassar's idea of domestic planning. It is a one-
storied building of the utmost simplicity, both in 
design and construction, and adheres faithfully to 
the traditional media eval plan of a central Quadran-
gular patio surrouncled ty open arcades leading on 
to the liYing-rooms. A close examination of the other 
Auberges shows that Cassar's ideas were still mediae-
val in other details besides the above. For instance, 
although the importation of timber enabled him to 
use rafters instead of arches for his ceilings, his use 
of cross-ribbed vaults in the groand-floor of the Palace 
and of flying buttresses to support the upper storeys 
of certain buildings shows that he had not com-
pletely grasped the strength and elasticity of his 
materials. 
Whatever its defects. and they are neither as 
msny nor as serious as some would make out. 
Cassar's masterpiece is without doubt the Conventual 
Church of st. John, in all its aggressive simpliCity. It 
was built, at the entire expense of Grand Master la 
rCassiere, between the 1st of November 1573 and the 
23rd of June 1577. It is about 180 feet long by 120 
feet broad whilst the centre of the vault is over Sixty 
feet high. In the centre of the facade is a lofty cere-
monial loggia supported by a formidable pair of Tus-
can columns and surmounted by a rather feeble 
tympanum which now contains Algardi's bust of the 
Saviour. This portal is flanked by two massive square 
towers which, but for the decorative pilasters at the 
-corners, would hardly be out of place in a Norman 
castle. The top storeys of these belfries are reminiscent 
of those of the Annunziata. Vittoriosa, the upper part 
of which may be a later addition, perhaps by Cassar, 
as indeed a contemporary repetition exists in his 
Church of S~_ Mary of Jesus, in Valletta. overlooking 
the Grand Harbour. 
T'he interior which, in its original state, must 
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GIROLAMO CASSAR: St. John, Valletta; section through 
nave. 
nave been considerably darker than it is now. is a 
vast, rectangular, barrel-vaulted chamber. In spite of 
its semi-circular appearance. the roof is obtusely-
pointed. snd the strength of its downward thrust must 
nave been so tremendous that. besides this rather 
naive method 'of breaking up its force, the architect 
found it necessary to construct a number of flying 
buttresses between the sides of the vault and the top 
of the walls dividing the side-chapels. These walls, 
it is obvious, are nothing else but additional buttresses 
in disguise for, even after Mattia Preti's structural 
alterations, the passageway between them is hardly 
wide enough to be called an aisle. A further interest-
ing point is that the vault springs straight from the 
architrave of the nave. thus allowing the eye to 
travel uninterruptediy from the walls to the ceiling 
and adding considerably to the sense of width and 
neight of the building. 
Girolamo Cassar died at the age of 66, but not 
before he had seen the town he had wrested from 
the reluctant wastelands of Sceberras rise and flour-
ish until she was ready to take her place among the 
fairest and most powerful cities of the Mediterranean. 
The time may yet come when his compatriots will be 
moved to raise a stone or inscribe a line to his memory. 
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IV. ARCHITECTURE OF THE 
17TH. CENTURY 
That particular style of architecture which a. 
modern writer has so aDtly called "fiamboyant classic", 
made a rather belated appearance in Malta towards. 
the middle of the 17th century and continued to 
develope until the end of the 18th, when ti gave way 
to a short-lived and relatively unproductive classic: 
revival. 
To understand the particular case of Maltese 
Baroque, it is necessary first of all to consider it in 
rela tion to its lhistorical antecedents. As has been 
seen, Maltese artists were unable to take part in the 
greater glories Of the Renaissance mainly because of 
circumstances resulting from Malta's geographical 
position. In the 15th and 16th centuries, architecture 
all over Europe was still' under the infiuence of the 
Middle Ages and the builder's main preoccupation was. 
defence. The austerity of the Florentine and Roman 
palaces of that period shows that their designers. 
were still obsessed with the idea of building fortresses. 
As a chronological milestone, it is worthwhile re-
membering that Michelangelo, who was not only the 
greatest figure of the Renaissance but also, as proved 
by some of his last works, such as the Laurenziana. 
staircase, the father of the Baroque, died in 1564, a.. 
few short months before the Great Siege of Malta. 
The introduction of the new style in Rome at the 
end of the 16th century practically coincided with 
the building of the first churches and civic palaces of 
Valletta. But if at that !leriod Roman architects were 
building, to quote Piacentini, "with a new feeling. 
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with the need to astonish, to' delight", Girolamo Cassar 
and his assistants were still faced with the necessity 
()f making the new city an impregnable buttress 
against the inrosds of Islam and could only design 
buildings with facades which, like that of St. John's. 
were in reality nothing but an extension in height 
of their mighty bastions. 
Although in 1571 the Victory of Lepanto had 
broken the back of the ottoman Empire as an ag-
gressive force, it was only in 1683 that the coup-de-
grace was administered by John Sobieski at the 
gates of Vienna and, before that date, it could hardly 
be said that Malta was safe, especially from the 
danger of raiders from North Africa. So that, all 
through the 17th century, the foremost architects. 
'Cassar and Dingli, Barbara and Gafa, were above all 
military engineers, forced to hold themselves con-
stantly in readiness and on the defensive, and design-, 
jng their works accordingly . 
. In the following century it appears that Maltese 
artisans were feeling sufficiently safe from interrup-
tion and, both in design and decoration, their work 
VITTORIO CASSAR: Fort St. Lucian, 1610. 
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VITTORIO CASSAR: Old Parish Church, Birkirkara; 
finished 1617. 
shows a greater breadth of outlook and a greater 
freedom of interpretation. Under the grandmaster-
ship of the Spaniard Perellos. the Portuguese Vilhena 
and Pinto, and the Frenchman Rohan, such men as 
Cacnia, Bonnici and Ittar sh'Jwed a considerable 
mastery of technique and originality of ideas and 
were capable of producing works which deserve to 
be included in any history of Baroque art. 
The first architect of note to appear at this period 
was VITTORIO CASSAR (1550?-1607) son of Girolamo, 
who lived during the period of transition between 
the foundation of Valletta and the spread of the 
building boom to the towns of the interior. It is not 
surprising therefore, that the long years he spent at 
work with his fa~her on the fJrmidable city ram-
parts, in such brilliant company as that of Laparelli. 
and his father, should have made a deep impression 
on his style which is noticeable in many of his build-
ings. He is known to have erected at least thr·ee of 
the forts with which the Island was at that time be-
ing encircled as a protection against invasion. Of 
tnese, "st. Thomas" at Marsascala and "st. Lucian" at 
Marsaxlokk are particularly impressive in the neat-
ness of their design and the sense of security and 
compactness emanating from their granite walls. 
Both, however, were considerably modified during the 
following century under Grand Master Rohan. (19) 
Vittorio Cass3 l' is also the designer of the old 
Church of the A£sumption, or "Santa Maria", at 
Birkirlmra, the ruins of which have stood in silent 
reproach to successive administrations for nearly two 
hundred years. The west front of this Church. with 
the exquisitely carved Corinthi3n capitals of its giant 
orders and of the columns flanking the doorway, its 
19. A memo-rinl tablet in St. Barbnra, in the Citadel of 
Gozo, gives the date of Vittoria's death as 1607; this means 
thnt he did not live to see the completion of either of the two 
forts, which were finished in 1610 (Abela-Ciantar). 
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VITTORIO CASSAR: Old Parish Chur~h, Birkirkara. 
carved entablature and imposing bracketed pediment, 
is one of the most beautiful architectural creations 
to be found in Malta. Though extremely graceful and 
ing~n;ously fitted into the scheme of the building. 
the triumphal arch motif in the central portion of 
the facade seems rather flimsy for an external decor-
ation, arid almost as if it were an afterthought. 
The architecture of the interior, which is in the 
form of a Latin cross with a rather short nave and 
no less than eleven altars, is as fine as that of the 
exterior, the effect of shortening the nave and plaCing 
two lavishly decorated altars in each transept is to 
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TOIYIIYIASO DINGLI (1591-1666). 
(jrrom a manuscript in the Royal Malta Library) 
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make the Church look much larger than it is; this 
etfect being further heightened by continuing the 
double tiers of columns which are placed in pairs 
along the walls of the nave, round the transepts to 
the beginning of the chanceL The roof, a few frag-
me·nts of which are still visible, was a cotfered barrel-
vault, and the altars, which are 'Of a later date and 
less impressive workmanship are decorated with a 
profusion of putti, festoons, garlands and arabesques. 
".santa JllIaria" was completed by T'OMMASO DINGLI 
11591-1666) who added a graceful dome which disap-
peared when the roof caved in through neglect. This 
:remarkable man was responsible for many of the 
17th century churChes in Malta, 2nd seems to have 
got through the bulk of his work before thinking of 
:anything else. According to family records which have 
:reeently came to light, :he was married at the age .of 
sixty and had several sons of "gigantic stature". (20) 
Even if not actually a pupil of Vittorio Cas sal', 
Dingli was greatly influenced by the work of the for-
mer and two of his earlier buildings, the Parish Church 
'of Musta (1<614), demolished in 1860, and that of his 
native Attard, are obviously based on Cassar's "Santa 
Maria". The main features of the facade, including 
the giant orders at the corners supporting the crown-
jng pediment, the double line of niches and the cir-
cular central window are identical; but instead of 
Cassar's double tier of columns flanking ·the main 
'entrance. Dingli has a pair of columns supporting a 
bl'ok-cz: ~edi!Ylent. Attard Church is cruciform in plan 
wEh a cofi'ered barrel-vault that is slightly pointed, 
and the side altars are placed in large arched recesses 
in the nave. These recesses are supposed to be the 
architectural forerunners of the aisles which were 
built in later churches; but it should be remembered 
that Buonamici had already shown the advantage of 
20. Royal Malta Library, Ms. no. 1123; unnumbered 
page at end of volume. 
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TOMMASO DINGLI: Parish Church. Attard. 
TOMMASO DINGLI: Interior of Parish Church, Attard. 
--4.8.-
]1aving aisles to contain side chapels in his "Gesu", . 
in Valletta. Tommaso Dingli's churches are specially 
noteworthy for the beauty of their stone carving. The 
west front of Attard church is outstanding in this 
respect 'iJarticularly for its exquisitely carved main 
doorway. The statues in the apse of the church are 
the worl.;: of a Sicilian named CASANOVA, and it 10Gks 
as if the carvings of the doors are by the same hand. 
One of the first architects to work in Valletta 
:after Cassar was FRANCESCO BUDNAMICI (late 16th cent.), 
who completed the Church of the Jesuits during the 
last decade of the 16th century. The first stone was 
laid on the 5th of S2ptembe,', 1595; but its construc-
tion was protra:;ted well into the 17th until, mainly 
owing to 13 ck of funds, it came to a stop with an un-
finis;1ed facade, For his groundplan, Buonamici 
adheres very closely to Vignola's Gesu. in Rome, 
which was t~e normal plan for longitudinal churches 
.af the period; a nave, aisles with side chapels and 
..short transepts and a dome over the crossing, though 
by designing the nave narrower. he makes the trans-
epts look more than proportionately longer and gives 
:greater importance to the chapels. The sculptured 
·,decorations of the interior, including the s~iral col-
umns flanking some of the side altars, is obviously of 
.a later date and rather overdone. 
Buonamici also built the Church of the Annuncia-
"Uan at Vittoriosa, only a small part of which sur~ 
vived the War, including a section of a handsome 
colonnad·e and a campanile which w.as probably the 
work of Cassar himself, at least in the upper storey" 
as the lower part appears to be much earlier, with 
traces of Siculo-Norman and Romanic elements in 
evidence, (21). 
21. Since the above was written, what was left of the 
Church and eampanile has been demolished by the Public 
Works Department. 
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BUONAMICI: Church of the Gesu, Valletta; begun 1595; 
- ~O--
The next prominent architect to make his influ-
ence felt was LORENZO GAFA' (1630-1704), engineer of 
the Order and brother of the celebrated sculptor 
Melchior, of whom more anon. (22) The beginning Of 
Gafa's career coincided more or less with the election 
to the Grandmastership of Raphael Cotoner who, 
t'Jgether with his brother Nicholas, was to inaugur-
ate the great building programme which produced 
some of the Island's best architecture. It was the 
period when the interior of St. John was being carved 
and gilded, whilst richly sculptured altars and monu-
ments were adding a sumptuousness to local churches 
which theyhsd never ~)reviously possessed. The 
greater secular buildings were also being more richly 
designed, and most of those already existing were 
further embellished by the addition of an elaborate 
trophy of arms over the main entrance. 
Remarkable and typical of the period is Gafa's 
Cathedral (1697) at Notabile, though its general ap-
pearance is slightly marred by its squat bell-towers. 
His masterpiece, however, is his great Church oj' St. 
Catherine, at Zeitun, completed in 1692, where an ef-
fect of quiet dignity is obtained with a striking sim-. 
plicity of line and an admirable balance of composi-
tion. He also rebuilt the imposing church of SL 
Lawrence, at Vittoriosa in 1691 
From every point of view, Lorenzo Gafa is o11e of 
the most outstanding figures in the whole of Maltese 
art history. He was dignified both in his work and in 
his personality; he was held in high esteem by the 
Knights and was for a time CapD Mastro in cillarge 
of public works. It is not known whether he studied 
abroad, but in 1699 he was sent to Rome to supervise 
22. The date of Gafa's death is usually given as 1710. But, 
in the OJ·do Divini Offici of the Metropolitan Cathedral there 
is an entry under the 21st of February which reads: "In Cath .. 
Ann. D. Lallrelltii Gafl!, ob. 170.1;." 
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LORENZC> GAFA': Parish Church, Zeitun; 1692. 
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LORENZQ GAFA': Cathedral, Notabile; 1697, 
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the preparation of the marble works for the altar in. 
the Choir 'O'f St. John's, which further research may 
very well show to have been designed by Gafa 
himse1f (23). 
23. Archives of the 01,der of Malta, "Libri del Comun 
Tesoro", vol. 646, fo\' 644-5; quoted in Bonello, 1934, p. 9. 
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v. PAINTING IN THE 17TH 
AND 18TH CENTURIES 
The position of Painting in Malta. even in its 
barest ou Wnes, is very hard to define before the end 
of the 16th century. If. during the preceding years 
the turbulent political situation and the ever-present 
need for defence exerted sufficient pressure on local 
architecture to retard its develo)ment by several de-
cades, a t:Jrtiori painting, which had none of the 
utilitarian aspe::ts and practical values of military or 
ecclesiastic, I building was. to all intents and pur-
poses, practically strangled at birth. 
As a result, if one excepts the fragmentary paint-
ings existing in a couple of surviving Siculo-Norman 
cn.a.pels, there is a yawning gUlf in Malte3e art hiBt=ry 
between the nondescript mur:;ls of the late Middle 
Ages and the first visitors from the Continent towards 
the end of the 16th century. Recent attribut~CJns of 
certain works executed in Malta before that date to 
various minor artists of t:le Sicilian and Neapolitan 
schools are I13rdly more t21an conjectural, though it 
seems probable that SALVO D'AN'l'ONIO, a nephew and 
follower of the great Antonello da Messina, may have 
worked in Malta for some time towards the end of the 
century. (24) 
Maltese p3inting of the 17th century is com-
pletely overshadowed by the work of three great 
Italian Masters who lived for some time and yroduced 
some of their greatest masterpices in our Island. The 
first of these was FILIPPO PALADINI (1544-1614) who 
was ,banished to Malta during the Grandmastership of 
24. BoneJlo, 1949, p. 8. 
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FILIPPO PALADIN!: Madonna and Saints: Archbishop's 
Palace, Valletta. 
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Verdala, for participating in some obscure plot in his 
native Florence. Later on, the limits of his exile were1 
extended to include Sicily, so that it is hi these two 
. Islands that most of his work is to be found.(25) As: 
an artist, he moved in the circle of Andrea del Sarto, 
. sometimes rather too closely for originality. Among 
his best work in Malta are the "MadOnna and Child 
with Saints" in the Archbishop's Palace, which in-' 
eludes a self-portrait in the background, "St. Paul's 
Shipwreck" in S~. Paul's, Valletta and the monu-, 
mental figure of "St. JQ'mes" in the church of that 
name, also in Valletta. 
The next arrival was MICHELANGEL'O MERISI DA CARA-
VAGGIO 0573-1610), whose visit at that precise date 
was an incredible stroke of good fortune for local art. 
o By the end of the 16th century, painting in Itsly had 
worked itself practically to a standstill and all the 
most influential patrons were agreed that the last 
word had been said by Raff·sello. With one or two ex-
ceptions artists were content with imitating the work 
of the great Renaissance Masters or at best, like the 
Carracci, with ~)icking and choosing line, colour and 
composition from here and there to suit the needs of 
the moment. 
Though the Curacci undoubtedly played an im-
portant part in stemming th~ tide of Mannerism, the 
real out-and-out rebel was Michelangelo da Caravaggio 
who effected, practically single-handed, the most far-
rea.ching changes in the field of art before he died, 
like Raffaello himself, at the age of 37. His art exerted 
a profound 'and lasting influence not only in Rome, 
Naples, Genoa and other centres in his own coutry 
but, even more remarkably, on the art IQf Spain, Hol-
land and France all through the next couple of cen-
turies. 
The story of Caravaggio's brief but crowded stay 
25. ibid., p. 20. 
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CARAVAGGIO: Beheading of st. John; St. John's. 
Valletta; 1608. 
in Malta in 1608 is too well known by now to require 
any further elabor,ation. His biographer Bellori gives 
a list of the pictures he painted here, including two 
portraits of Grand Master Wignacourt, 'a Maddalena, 
a St. Jerome and the "Beheading of st. John". Of 
the two which are still in their original position in 
St. John's, the "st. Jerome" ,is a good example of his 
later style and technique, whilst the "Beheading", 
which has been rightly called a major monument of 
European ~ainting, has probably exerted a greater in-
fluence on local art than any other single work before 
or since. (26) 
Caravaggio's flight from Malta in December, 1608, 
was followed by ,another long break in the continuity 
of Maltese painting, during which one or two small 
voices struggled to make themselves heard. The best 
26. Snmmut, 1949. 
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'of these was GIUSEPPE ARENA (c. 1630) of whom very 
little is known, a recent critic even denyinghlm Mal-
tese nationality. He is said to have studed in Bologna 
in the studio of Gi.snfrancesco Barbieri, il Guercino. 
and his best works are the episodes in the life of St. 
,Sebastian in the Auvergne Chapel of the Co-Cathedral, 
particularly the lunettes showing the Saint receiving 
the Pope's blessing, and his martyrdom, and the two 
.Nativityscenes in the Oratory of the Garmine, Valletta. 
It was not till half a century later that Malta was 
at last to achieve her glori:lus artistic reawakening 
at the hands of the third of the great strangers, MATTIA 
PRETI, familiarly known as "il Cavalier Calabrese", who 
spent the last thirty years of his life in the Island, 
painting and training local talent. Mattia Preti was 
born in T3.verna (Calahria) in 1613; and studied in 
GIU~EPPE ARENA: Adoration of the Magi; Oratory of 
the Carmelites, VaUetta. 
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Naples wh~re he immediately came under ~h,e influ-
ence of the new art of Caravaggio. Before settling in 
'Malta in 1661, ne wandered a good deal in' Northern. 
Italy and in Flanders and his later works reveal his 
admiration for Rubens and the Masters of the Vene-
tian C:nquecento. (27) 
In spite of, or rather, besides these influences" 
however, Preti has a strong enough personality, aided 
perhaps by his long isolation, to emerge ~ s a great 
Master in his own right with a particular style which 
,is, in a way, a synthesis and a revaluation of the best, 
elements in early Seicento )ainting. He retsins and 
developes Caravaggio's ide'a of composition, grouping 
his figures along diagonal lines which give the scene, 
he depicts height, breadth and depth at the same 
time. His canvases hsve much of Merisi's drama with-, 
out his sordidness, his chiarcscuro without his impe-
netrable darkness, and a sense of pathos very rarely 
enc'ountered i,n his predecessor. Above all, ill-Cazabrese-
perfectly understood the technique of using his light 
to the best possible advantage ,and his colour schemes" 
even when in a subdued key, are unforgettable. 
His most striking achievement is the ceiling of' 
,st. John's Co-Cathedral which he painted from end .. 
to end with scenes from the life of St. John. The 
technique of these paintings deserves special consider-
ation as it appe,ars to 'be unique. Realising the diffi-
culty of planing down the surface of the ceiling, as, 
is it one of the characteristics of the Malta limestone 
that it will not stand being dressed a second time 
with metal instruments, the artist decided to take 
advantage of the !Jorous nature of the stone and to 
paint directly in oils. For this purpose the whole sur-
face of the ceiling was soaked in linseed oil with 
sponges and the paintings were then executed in oils 
27. Mariani, 1929, paSSim. 
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MATTIA IPRETI: detail of ceiling; st. John's., Valletta, 
ever this pr:ming. (28) It would take more than these 
brief notes to do justice to this gre3t work, which 
ibesides its overall value, ab-ounds in litt::e master-
:pieces not only among the principal figures, parti-
fcularly the Saints and Heroes of the Order flanking 
the windows of the vault, but alsJ in the minor de-
28, V. Bonello: "I J'estau1'i del/a 'Volta p"etiana in Sail 
'Gio'Vanlli"; In "Archivum Melitense", vo!. VII, pp. 61-69, 
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MATTIA FRETI: Madonna and Saints; Boschetto. 
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MATTIA PRETI: Liberation of st. Peter; Jesuits' Church, 
Valletta. 
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tails, such as the groups Of8 ngels and domestic ani-
mals and even among the still life. 
Preti remained in Malta until his death in 1699, 
and there is hardly a church in town or village which 
does not possess one or more of his paintings. Among 
his best works outside St. John's are the altarpiece 
with the "Liberation of St. Peter" and the lunette 
with the "Martyrdom of St. Peter" in the Gesu, the 
"Madonna and Saints" in the Chapel of Boschetto, 
"St. Andrew"and "The Visitation" at z.urr':eq "St. 
Nicholas" at Siggiewi, and "The Martyrdom; of St. 
Catherine" in the Gov·ernor's '.Palace, which is one of 
the most beautiful Pretis in existenc.e. 
Among Preti's pupils were included SUOR MARIA 
DE DOMINICIS who, after painting a number of good 
altarpieces including "The Visitation" at Zurrieq, left 
for Rome in 1682 where she aiso worked as a sculpt-
ress, and his freedman GIUSEPPE CIANFERLI who painted 
a good "Christ at Emmaus" in the Magisterial Palace 
and "The Immaculate Conception" in St. Francis 
Church, Valletta. 
The last quarter of the 17th century saw a revival 
of painting which continued to gather strength until 
it reached its climax shortly afterwards, when most of 
the Parish and Monastic Churches were being enlarged 
and redecorated to meet the requirement~ of their 
rapidly growing congregation. 
The first t:J emerge was STEFAND ERARDI (1650-1733) 
who was often to reach a remarkably high standard 
in draughtsmanship, composition and particularly in 
his colour technique. Unfortunately, however, he was 
an unabashed plagiarist, and his works are often 
nothing but a patchwork of those of the great Italian 
masters. He I)ainteda large number of sacred sub-
jects and some portraits. among his best works being 
the "Adoration of the Magi" and the "Massacre of the 
InnOcents" in the Chapel of Germany •. in St. John's, 
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STEFANO ERARDI: Adoration of the Magi; st. John's, 
Valletta. 
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ti)..e. paintings in the Oratory of theOrorati, attached 
to the Gesu, and a series. of paintings. of Saints of·the 
Order in the Oratory of the Conventual ChUl:Ch. 
ENRICO ARNAUD, who flourished at about the same 
jl·eriod, produced one or two good paintings, including 
"Ou.r Lady Oj Liesse", in the Church of the same 
name; but he too was a plagiarist and was not averse 
to copying whole figures. 
The dawn of the 18th century saw the beginning 
·of a steady flow of young artists to Rome, which was 
to increase in volume as time went by and was only 
interrupted by the outbreak of World War H. These 
young painters and sculptors were usually admitted 
to the schools of the Academy of St. Luke, where they 
very often earned ·the highest laurels and as likely 
as not found immediate employment either in the 
Eternal City itself or in some other European capital. 
Among the records of tha t period we find the names 
of the sculptors PIETR'O PAOLO TROISI !l,nd GruSEPPE 
CASHA and, somewhat later, of the painters GIUSEPPE 
GR:l:CH and MICHELE BUSUTTIL. (29) 
However, before they had time to make a name 
for themselves, two bright stars had appeared in the 
Maltese art firmament, whose light was not to grow 
dimmer before the last quarter of the century. They 
were FRANCESCO ZAHRA (1680-1765) and ANTOINE DE 
FAVRAY (1706-1792). Zahra was born in Senglea. and 
received his early tuition at the hands of GIAN NICOLA 
BUHAGI!I.R 0670-1745) a member of a family of paint-
ers at least three of whom, Gian Nicola, Rocco~nd 
Pasquale, made a. comfortable reputation for them-
selves as painters of sacred subjects and porliqits 
d'occasion. Most writers seem to be in agreement that 
29. A description of the prize-giving ceremony of the 
. Academy of St. Luke, which was traditionally hel4 on the 
Capitol. was published each year in bookform. Several of 
these interesting publications are to be found in the Royal 
Malta Library. 
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Zahra never left his native land; but there is no' 
doubt that the style of his larger church paintings is. 
formed on the Neapolitanschool~-As a painter he was 
surprisingly versatile, t·ut his strongest lines were 
portrait;, and sacred compositions. Among his best 
works are the paintings in St .. Helen's, Birkirkara, the 
"Guardian Angel" at Lia, the portrait ·of Bishop 
Alpheran at Notabile and the "Apotheosis Of st. Paul" 
in the Chapter House of the Cathedral, which is con-
, sidered his masterpiece. 
Antoine de Favray was born at Bagnolet, France, 
and at the age of 32 was taken to Rome by Jean-
Francois de Troy, the newly a)pointed Director of the 
Academie de France, where he lived for six years. He 
came to Malta in 1744 and was admitted to the 
Langue of France of the Order of st. John. The decade 
between 1761 and 1771 he spent in travelling through 
Turkey and the Near East after which he definitely 
settled down in Malta. where he died at the age of 86. 
ANTOINE DE FAVRAY: St. 19natius and St. Peter; San 
, Calcedonio, Floriana. 
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ANTOINE DE iF'AVRAY: Portra:t of a Lady; in a private 
collect:on 
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ANTOINE DE FAVRAY: G.M. Emmanuez Pinto; St. John's, 
ValUetta. 
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When Favray arrived in Malta, Grand Master 
Pinto was just commencing his vast building pro-
gramme in town and country and most of the reli-
gious orders and noble families were following suIt. 
Commissions for altarpieces, portraits, genre pictures 
and landscapes were plentiful. One of his first com-
missions seems to have been the series of lunettes 
with scenes from the life of St. John in the Ccmventual 
Church, which was followed by the full-length portrai·t 
of Emanuel Pinto in the sacristy. Other paintings of 
his earlier period are the series in the Chapel of 
Floriana Seminary. But it is quite impossible in the 
space at our disposal to do full justice to the achieve": 
ments Of this fine artist; who produced a great many 
works of art which were to place him in the front 
rank of his contemporaries. Above all he excelled ~ 
a portrait painter, and his numerous portraits of 
members of the Marchesi family, who were his spe-' 
cial protec·tors, are the best of the period to be found 
in Malta. . (30) 
Favray was also responsible for sending the 
young GIUSEPPE GRECH (1757-1789) to Rome where he 
obtained the first prize of the Academy of st. Luke. 
Grech's only known works in Malta are two stations 
of the Cross at Naxxar, a small pastel in the Bencini 
collection and a charming self-portrait in Valletta 
Museum, though it is believed th3t most of his best 
paintings were sent to France. Grech's contemporary 
MXCHELE BUSUTTIL (1758-1828?) who received his early 
training in the Academy of St. Luke and in the stu:-
dio of Mariano Rossi, was also a painter of some 
merit, his best work being the main altarpiece of 
Gozo Cathedral. 
With the death of Antoine de Favray the 18th 
century, which had come in like a lion, went out like 
30. E. Sammut: HA link witl, the ElIa/'ts"; in "Times 
of Malta", 19th July, 1946. 
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a shorn lamb, the departure of the Knights, followed' 
by the turbulent French period and the coming of the 
English, bringing to an .abrupt end a long period of 
fruitful activity. The following century was to see a. 
different orientation in the field of art, as in prac-
tically every other walk of life. Whether it was for' 
the better or for the worse perhaps it is too soon to. 
judge. 
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VI. ARCHITECTURE AND SCULPTURE 
IN THE 18TH. CENTURY 
The turn of the century saw no drastic change in 
the regular rhythm which by that t:me marked the 
development of 1c'cal architecture, except for an in-
creas·e in flexibility of des:.gn and composit:on 'and 
a greater opulence in exterior form and overall deco-
ration. Local builders were breaking dJwn the last 
barriers Id the late Renaissance and henceforth their 
wor,ks were to gain i'n fantasy what they lost in 
formalism. 
GroVANNI BARBARA (1660-1730) is best known for 
his fine, twin-towered church at Lia (1694) whiCh also 
is designed with sobriety and grace. His best work, 
however, is the exquisite little church of st. James 
(1710) in Valletta. Both for the originality of its 
£1liptical groundplan, reminiscent of Borromini's "San 
Carlo alle Quattro Fontane" (1633) in Rome, and for 
the way the best possible use is made of space and 
light iti,> a real germ of architecture. Barbara worked 
for a number of years on the fortifications of Floriana 
and is the author of that queer, twisted archway under 
the bastions at Sa Maison. 
Tow:ards the beginn:iJ.1,g of the 18th century GIU-
SEPPE BONNICI (1707 -1779?) came into prominence, 
continuing the tradition of Gafa and Barbara, though 
with a grace and airiness which neither of them pos-
sessed. His first major work was the church of St. Pub-
lius, at Floriana, which was commenced in 1733, when 
he was barely twenty six years old (31). A few years 
31. The colonnade and pediment arl" a late 19th cent. 
addition. 
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GlOVANNI BARBARA: st. James, Valiletta; 1710. 
later (c. 1746) he was responsible for the erection of 
the custom House on the shore of the Grand Har-
bour, for which he had to build foundations on the 
'bottom of the sea. In 1758 he carried on with the con-
'.struction of the Gran CasteZlania, now Medical and 
. Health Department, in Valletta, which was begun a 
<decade earlier by FRANCESCO ZERAFA. In the same year 
.::Je 'co:npleted the Parish Church of Nadur, Gozo, to 
which, however, notable additions. including a dome, 
were made later. 
By the middle of the 18th century, or even 
:slightly earlier, through the influence of Grand Mas-
ter Vnhena (1'/22-36) and his Spanish and Portuguese 
.successors, a far greater amount of sculptural ornament 
began to make an appearance in architectural design 
thDugh never, of course, to the extent it was used 
jn the Iberian Peninsula itself. The custom of erect-
:ing huge trQPhies of arms over the main doorways, 
.surmounted by th,e bust of the reigning Grand Master, 
added considerably to the attractiveness of several 
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DoMENIOO CACHIA: Selmun palace, near Mell:eha. 
hitherto featureless structures. Other details, such as 
the window surrounds and the top frieze, were lavish-
ly decorated, sometimes, as in the Castellania, to the 
extent of adding a separate marble surface which 
was carved in sit'Jl. 
At this period DOMENICO CACHIA (1710-1790) (32) of 
Zeitun, chief architect of the Order, produced several 
works of note. His Selmun Castle, ,built on a site· 
donated to the Order by Caterina Vitale, is interesting 
a3 an illustration of the progress effected in this type· 
of building since Vittorio CasEar erected his towers. 
in the 17th century. The ground p:an, apart from 
32. Cachia's Christian name has been variously given. 
Some confusion has resulted from there having been a number 
of architects of that surname who worked during the 18th cen-
tury. The name Dc-menico appears on a receipt enrolled in 
. the records of Notary Frances:o Dos, for works carried out in 
the Auberge de Castile. 
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the size and the increase in the number of rooms, 
is still surprisingly similar, with its triangular towers 
.at the four corners; but the treatment of the exterior 
is in a totally different spirit. and the open balcony 
running round the first floor, the gracefully designed 
windows and the airy bell-:-tower over the main facade 
give it an air of insouciance which is totally a bsent 
from its sombre predecessors. 
Cachia's Auberge de Castille (1744), though severely 
l"ectangular in outward plan, has an interestingly de-
signed and far from severe west front. There a re ten 
richly decorated windows in each storey. Of these. 
the three at either side are placed in sunken panels 
whilst the inner ones are slightly further apart and 
.separated by pilasters. The rhythm incre9ses towards 
the centre, where a broad flight of steps leads up to 
the main entrance which is flanked by two pairs of 
·columns. The 0)en balcony over the doorway is hid-
den behind a rich panoply of arms 8 nd banners in 
the centre of which is a bronze bust of Grand Master 
Pinto. The sculpture continues up each side of the 
-central window which is surmounted by a coat of 
arms and the entablature is elaborately carved. The-
inner courtyard has a two-storeyed arcade which. 
with some slight alterations, might very well be an 
original CassH design; but the staircase is much more-
grandiose than is usual even at such an advanced 
date. Another of Cachia's principal works is the 
Ohurch of St. Helen, at. Birkirkara, which appears to· 
be a revised and, so to speak, a romantiCised version 
of Gafa's Cathedral. 
MICHELE CACHIA 0760-1839) was also an architect 
of some renown. His chief work is the hospital at 
Ra bat, Gozo, and he also carried out the restoration 
of several important buildings in Valletta, notably the 
Auberge de Provence. In 1799 he was apPOinted Chief 
Architect by Sir Alexander Ball, and in 1802 he pro-
ceeded to England as one of the Delegates of the 
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DOMENICO CACHIA: Auberge de Castile; 1744. 
Maltese People in the discussions which were to end 
with the inclusion of the Maltese Islands in the 
British Empire. 
The last architect of note during this period was 
STEFANO ITTAR who, in 1786, came from Catania where, 
having worked principally on the Collegiata, the Porta 
Ferdinandea and the Benedictine Abbey, he left a 
lasting impression .on Sicilian architect.ure in general. 
His impos.i!Ilg Bib/iotheca (179-3) completed after his 
death by Cachia, with its ingenious employment of 
various kinds of stone in the facade. is particularly 
important for the first definite step it t, kes towards 
what was to become the 19th century classic revival. 
Stefano was succeeded by his son SEBASTIAN, wh·J 
continued in his father's footsteps as an architect, 
and was2lso an engraver and a savant of some repute. 
All t-hrough the latter half of the 17th century 
the use of sculpture, especially in the interior decor~ 
ation of churches, became ever more popular. It ap~ 
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STEFANO ITTAR: Bibliotheca, Valletta; begun 1796. 
pears from a letter written by Mattia Preti to Don 
Antonio RulIo that il CalQlbrese was certainly respon-
sible for the designs, if not for the idea, of the mag-
nificent basreliefs covering the walls of st. John's, 
which transformed Cassar's bare cavern into one of 
the richest decorative ensembles in existence. (33) 
Such an impressive example did not lack 8 dmir-
ers or imitators, and it was not long before several 
other Churches, such as St. Man) of Jesus, overl·ook-
ing the Grand Harbour, were similarly treated. It is 
astonishing that, until then, the .art of sculpture as 
distinct from decoration still lay dormant, and did 
not come into its own until the rise of MELCHroRRE 
GAFA' (1635-1667) who, however, spent most of his life 
and produced most of his best works in Rome. 
According to his biographer Pascoli (34), Gafa 
33. Mariani, 1929, p. 
31. Pascoli, 1730, p. 256-8. 
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went to Rome at a very early age where he studied 
under t'he celebn ted Ercole Ferrata (1610-1686) with 
whom he collaborated showing exceptional talent, 
especially in drawing and modelling. It was not long 
before he had made such progress in his art that he 
was put in charge of several other young .artists who 
frequented Ferrata's atelier, among whom was Giu-
seppe Mazzuoli (1644-1725). Contemporary writers are 
unanimous in affirming his sound, though morose, 
character .and tireless energy. He was, ,however, of 
such a retiring disposition that his nomination to the 
Academy of St. Luke in 1662 caused him no little em-
barrassment,. 
A couple of years iJreviously he was commissioned 
with the execution of a basrelief of St. Eustace among 
the lions for one of the side .altars of st. Agnese in 
Agone, in Piazza Navona, and a statue of st. Thomas 
for the Pamphili Chapel in Sant'Agostino. The for-
mer is a rather lifeless piece of work which does not 
seem to have aroused the enthusiasm of its author; 
in fact it was still unfinished at his death and 
was completed by Ferrata. At that time Roman sculp-
ture was under the spell of IBernini and, if some of 
Gafa:s St3 tues are somewhat lacking in originality of 
inspiration, the explanation is certainly to be found 
in this overpowering influence. (35) 
Gafa's principal works are the high altars of 
Santa Maria in Campitelli ,and Santa Caterina da 
Siena, both in Rome, the latter with its ecstatic figure 
of the Saint borne heavenwards in a swirl of clouds 
and draperies, and the beautiful statue of St. Rose, 
which is now in Lima. In most of these works 
the great Berninian influence, which our artist ab-
sorbed through Ferrata, is highly in evidence. 
Shortly before his death he was called to Malta 
by the reigning Grand Master and entrusted with the 
35. Fleming, 1947, p. 86. 
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~xecution of a marble group of the Baptism of Christ. 
to be placed .in the apse of the Conventual Chu!ch. 
The clay model of this group was already finished when 
Gafa died as a result of a fall in the Belvedere Found-
ry, in the Vatican (36) and at least two bronze casts 
are known to have been made from it. It has still not 
GruSEPPE ZAHRA: The Scourging at the Pillar; Oratory 
of the Crucifix, Cospicua. 
been ascertained whether the models were used by 
.Mazzuoli, who eventually carried out the work with 
.some minor alterations. One Df his last works was 
the great statue of St. Paul, which is now in the 
Parish Church of V.~lletta. As a point of historical 
jnterest. Missirini, the chronicler of the Academy ·of 
st. Luke, tells us that, in 1668, Borselli was raised to 
the "Principato" of the Academy, after it had been 
modestly refused by Melchiorre Gafa. (37) 
36. Archives of the Order of Malta, "Libel' C01Jcilion/n~ 
Status". £01. 42-3, 78. 
37. Missirini, 1823, p. 123. 
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Among various other sculptors who made a name 
for themselves in a small way during the following 
century was GIUSEPPE ZAHRA, father of the better 
known painter Francesco, who produced various fine 
pieces of sculpture, notably the dramatic marble 
group of the "Scourging at the Pillar" in the Oratory 
of the Crucifix, at Cospicua. Another was VINCENZO 
DIMECH (1768-1830?) who is said to have studied in 
Naples and produced, among other things, the rather 
rococo statue of St. Publius in the [Parish Church of 
Floriana. and the monument to Sir G. N. Zammit in 
the Upper Barracca, which was destroyed during the 
war. 
MARIANO GERADA (1770-1823) worked for a short 
period in Spain and had several followers. He is the 
author of a number of statues of saints in various 
churches, among which are the Immaculate Concep-
tion at Senglea, St. Catherine at zurrieq and St. 
Michael at Cospicua, all very conventional in tech-
nique and inspiration. SIGISMONDO DIME CH 0780-1853) 
sculptured among other works the bust of the Vene-
tian Admiral Angelo Emo in the Church of Our Lady 
of Victory, whilst ALESSANDRO FARRUGIA carried on in 
the tradition of Gerada. It must be said, however, that 
the sculpture of this period asa whole falls far short 
of the standard set up in the previous century. 
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VII. THE 19TH CENTURY AND AFTER 
The year 1800 marked the final surrender of the 
French fcrces in Malta and the beginning of the 
.Islan:!'s connection with England and the j'3ritish 
Empire, wh:ch so far has lssted for a century' and a 
half. T~12 early years of British rule were years of 
upheaval, ,,,-ith the Maltese struggling to ireap the 
fruits of their victory and to attain their long-sought 
emancipstion, and the British working hard to con-
.solidate their new posit·iDn astride the great Inland 
Sea, which was to become the most im)ortant life-
line of their Emp:!e .. It is not surprising, therefore, 
that every manifestation of art was at 2 disc<mnt. 
particularly as the new rulers had littlB to say for 
themselves in that dIrection and the local intelligent-
si3. were completely taken up with the most viDlently 
·controversi2J p.alitics. 
In the field of architecture, MalteSe craftsmen 
tried for a time to keep atreast of developments on 
.. the COcltinent, as they had dene for So many years; 
. but, slowly but surely, they drifted away and found 
. th3t they had willy-nilly to follow ideas coming frDm 
much farLher North than they had ever ventured 
before. In England, more than anywhere else, it was 
the age of revivals and the first of these art·ificial 
.reawakenings to visit Malta was the Classic Revival 
in which the most prominent local figure was GIORGID 
PULT-ICINO (1780-1851), an architect and painter of 
some repute, whose works include the Doric colon-
nade of tl1e M::Jn Guard and the decorations of the 
adjoin:Dg buildings, and the monument to Sir Alexan-
der ~all at the Lmver Ba~T,~ ~ca. 
GIUSEPPli: 30NlI.VIA (18:12-1g~6) of Valletta, produced 
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several works in a rather flamboyant style, including 
the Exchange in Valletta, his most attractive creation 
being the Belvedere in Villa Depiro, .at Lia. 
At this point GE'ORGE GROGNET (1773-1862), archi-
tect of Musta Dome, deserves sl>ecial attention. Born 
of a French father and a mother who was a member 
of the Marchesi family, the celebrated 18th century 
patrons of art, he was educated at the Seminary of 
Frascati and came under the special protection of Car-
dinal Henry Stuart, at that time rector of the Seminary 
and a close friend of the family. George Grognet 
was by inclination a military engineer and town-
planner, and records exist {)f various projects which 
he planned but never carried out. He is best known 
for his "Rotunda", at Musta, the great circular church, 
170 feet in diameter and more than 200 feet high, 
which is one of Malta's most familiar landmarks. 
The facade is a watered-down variation of the Pan-
theon, in Rome. An Ionic colonnade, flanked by the 
bases of twin belfries, supports an entablature which 
extends along the whole frontage of the Church, and 
a feeble pediment behind which rises the colossal 
drum supporting what is reputedly the third largest 
dome in the world. The belfries are weak in design 
and. in elevation, look di~ll>roport:onately small; but 
when viewed from ground level they improve consi-
derably. In· the interior, the circular groundplan is 
broken uI) by eight deep recesses. one of which con-
tains the en trance while the others contain altars . 
. The whole of the interior is well lit by small windows 
in the recesses and larger ones in the drum. As the 
mouldings of the arches over the side altars rise to 
. meet the cornice running uninterruptedly round the 
base of the drum, when standing in the middle of 
the church, the impression is gained of being in the 
centre of a fast revolving globe. 
As may be gathered from the above, the over-all 
emphasis is more on size than on anything else and, 
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:althoUgh its interest as a feat of engineering cannot 
b2 denied, there is little to recommend either the 
dome or the Church as a whole from an aesthetic 
:point of view. 
Though an occasional classical portico or pedl-
ment still continued to put in an appearance here 
End there, during the third quarter of the century 
there was an even more exotic Gothic Revival, more 
or less p.arallel with that in England, which, never-
theless, again found one or two architects who were 
-equal to the occasion, notably EMMANUEL GALIZIA 
(1830-1907) who deserves to be remembered most of 
all for the exquisite little chapel he designed for the 
'Addol.orata Cemetery:' as well as for the masterly lay-
out of the Cemetery its'elf. Other works by this archi·· 
tect are the CErmelite Church of St. Julian's and the 
church of Our Lady of Lourdes overlooking the har-
bour of Gozo. 
The last architect of note was ANDREW VASSALLO 
(1855-1927) who designed the immense Romanesque 
Basilica known as "Ta' Pinn", in Gozo, which f.or 
symmetry of proportions and the ma.gni·ficent· stone 
carvings of the interior is worthy of our greatest 
traditions. 
Painting in the 19th century tended to .. be just 
as erratic as the other arts. The younger generation 
of artists still gravitated towards Rome, but there was 
little there at the time to carry them to any great 
heights. Most of them frequented the atelier of 
Tommaso Minardi (1787-1871) who, though not very 
p.roductive [..' a painter, was a teacher in the best 
traditional sense of the world. (38) Most of the Roman 
fresco painters of the century owed their early train-
.. lng to him. Among those who deserve an honourable 
mention are PETER PAUL CARUANA (1794-1852) who held 
38. For notes on the school of Minardi, see BoneIIo, 1949, 
pp. 42-47 and 71-79. 
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ANDREA VASSALuO: "Ta Pinu" Basilica; Gozo. 
a life class at the University; SALVArORE BUSUTTIL 
(1805-1854) who produced .several paintings in Rome 
as wen as a large number of E ltarl}iecesand scrip-
tural subjects in Malta and Gozo; ANTONIO FALZON 
(1805-1856) painter of portraits and sacred subjeets 
and IGNAZI'O CORTIS (b. 1826) whose value as a 
draughtsman and colourist cannot be denied him, in 
spite of his unhappy "restoratiJns" in the ceilings of 
St. John's. 
More or less contemporary with the schcoi of 
Miliardi was the "Naz3.rene" movement led by Fried-
rich Overbeck (1789-1869) in Rome, to which the 
brothers GIUSEPPE and VINCENZO HYZLER helonged. 
Their paintings are noted for the cold 8,cademism of 
the, drawing and the rather forced classi~al poses of 
their figures. Vincenzo's mest important work is the 
altarpiece in the church of the Rosmini institute at, 
Stresa. 
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GruSEPPE CALl': Glory at st. Francis; st. Francis 
Church, Valletta. 
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GIUSEPPE CALl': st. J erome; Church of the Sacred 
Heart, Sliema. 
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It was not before the last qua.rter of the cen-
tury that a really noteworthy painter was to emerge 
in the person of GWSEPPE CALi (1846-1930) who stu-
died in Na~)les under Mancinelli, being later drawn 
towards the great Domenico Morelli (1826-1901), whose 
influence soon made itself felt in the young artist's 
work. During his long and hard-working life Cali 
produced altarpieces, portraits, landscapes and genre 
pictures of every kind until there was hardly a church 
or moderately affluent home in the Island but could 
boast one of his canvases. One of his first altar-
pieces was the painting of St. Jerome (1881) in the 
Church of the Sacred Heart, Sliema, which is still 
gener.ally considered his masterpiece. Of a. later period 
are the large altarpieces and the paintings in the 
ceiling of St. Dominic's, Valletta, whilst representative 
of his last period is "The Apotheosis of st. Francis", 
one of his largest works, and the charming "Death Of 
the Saint" (907) in the Church of the Friars Minor 
in Valletta. 
Of his portraits, perha)s the most'S~~lking are 
those of the Zammit-Clapp family, now in Valletta 
Museum,and that of Sir Adrian Dingli, at the Ex-
change; whilst "Le Tre ROme" (1911 \ is among the 
most important of his larger historical com:9::Jsitions. 
There is no doubt that CaU's forte was Sacred Art: 
this trend, together with his amaz:'ng flair for 
composition, even in the cramped and irregularly-
sh,.ped panels of certain churc) ceilings, enabled him 
to produce an incredible number of outstanding wo~'ks 
which place him securely in the front rank of Maltese 
artists. 
The last great figure to emerge in the history' of 
local art was the sculptor ANTONI'O SCIORTINO (1883-
i947) whose careeJ,' was one long series of triumphs 
in .. practic; Hy - every corner of the world. Early"'" in 
life he was attracted by the impressionism of Rodin 
and Meunier, which he later abandoned for a rather 
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eccentric, streamlined dynamism by means of which 
he meant to conv-ey the impression of speed, especial-
ly when portraying horses, which were his f.avourite 
subjects. Among his most outstanding works are his 
models for the monument to the IYC'et Chevchenko at 
Kiev (1914), to Anton Chekov at Rc\Stov-on-Don 
(1923) and for an equestrian statue of Simon 
Bolivar (1929), His works in Malta include his early 
group of aLes Gavroches" .at the Upper Barracca, the 
"Eucharistic Congress" monument at Floriana and the 
monument to commemorate the Gres;!; Siege of 1565, 
beSides numerous portrait busts and decorative statues. 




Girolamo Ca~sar's viSit to Italy. 
Frater Petrus de Monte, custos Universis et sin-
gulis praesentes nostras litteris uisur:s, lecturis, et 
audituris, Salutem. Notum facimus et ia verbJ veri-
tatis attestamur come l'eshibitor delle presenti 
Gieronimo Cassar Maltese confrate di nostra Reli-
gioneet uno delli nostri arch:tettori parte con buona 
licentia da questa nos tra Citttt di Malta per esser. a 
piu luogh1 d'Italia a uedere alcun edificii massimein 
Roma, Napoli et in altre parti dove vi Seln p::rrett:s-
simi, et degni d'imitatione per tornarsine qui quanto· 
prima et auualersine in suo essemplo nell'opr'2 ch'egli 
hauera da far per seruitio di nostra Relig:one, et non 
per altro effetto. Il quale perche po';rebbe esser che· 
uolesse auualersi deU'agiuto et fauor vostro occor-
rendo l'occasione, et specialmente nel passar stare et 
ritornare. Per tanto prlegamo tutti etciascuni di vot 
prenominati ch'in tutte le CG:3e s:ldette et in altre 
Ucite, et honeste in quali esso Hieronymo ricerchara 
l'agiuto et fauor vostre le debbiate fauorire et agiutal" 
a contemplatione nostra offerendone noi a tanto et 
molto piu occorrendo il bisogno per seruitio uostro· 
prontissimi. In cuius rei - bulla nostra Magistralis. 
in cera nigra - Datum Melite - Die xxiii mensis. 
AprUs M.D. lxix. 
(Archives of the Order of Malta; 
"Lib er Bullarum", vol. 432, fol. 253L 
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Death of Melchiorre Gafa. 
Die eadem ( 1 octobris 1667) Essendosi hauuta 
notitia della morte di Melchior GaHt scul~ore, che 
hauea a suo carico l'abbellimento della nicchia 
dell'altar maggiore di San Giovanni con statue, 
giusta i1 disegno, e risolutione del Venerando Con-
siglio unanimi uoto ,hanno determinato, che 
l'Imbasciatore e Ricevitore di Roma non faccino 
partito con altri, diano auuiso distinto del danaro, 
che si sara sborsato a detto Gafa per cominciare detta 
opera, ricuperino quello, che hauesse gia lauorato, e 
principalmente le due statue di Christo, e San Gio-
vanni che si dice hauer lasciato dicreta; riferendo se 
potran esser di seruitio col portarli qui, e qual modo 
dourebbe tenersi nella portatura, b pure se sara 
meglio uenderle in Roma, et a qual prezzo potrebbe 
trouarsi, et in fine diano auuiso d'ogni altra cosa, 
della quale conuenga hauersi notitia. 
(Archives of the Order of Malta; 
"Lib er Oonciliorum status", 
vol. 261, fol. 78 verso). 
HI 
Appointments Gf Michele Cachia. 
Altezza Serenissima - Michele Cachia del Zeitun 
Umilissimo Servitore, e Vassallo dell'Altezza vostra 
Serenissima, espone da gran tempo ritrovasi in eser-
cizio di Maestro Muratore, di modo si ritrova attual-
mente capace si per detta Arte, come pure per eser-
cit-are la sua Arte di Agrimensore. Ma perche si trova 
un posto de' dodici Agrimensori vac ante per la morte 
di Maestro Antonio Pulicino. Quindi supplica la 
Benignita dell'A.V.S. perche si degni accordargli detto 
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posto, offerendosiesercitarlo con tutta la pontualita, 
ed esattezza, e della Grazia. 
Magister Hospitalis Hie1'usalem - COmmis/Sariis 
Domorum - Oratorem examinent juxta formam 
Pragmaticae, et nobis referant. Datum in Palatio 
Die vj Aprilis 1784. L. Clinchant Auditor. 
Altezza Serenissima - Il Supplicante desidera 
esse re aggraziato ad occupare i1 posto di uno de' 
dodici Periti Agrimens.ori, v,a.cato per morte del fu 
Antonio PUllicino, al quale effetto l'Eminenza Vostra 
si degno commetterci il suo esame, ed in fatti fu in 
nostra presenza esamina:to dal Gapo Mastro delle 
Opere, e di questo Officio Antonio Cachia, e fu rico-
nosciuto molto SlbUe, e capacissimo a poter esercitare 
tale impiego di Perito Agrimensore, attesoC!he di.ede 
pronte, e sOde risposte, a tutte le doOmande fattegli 
in detto esarrne: E percio siamo di sentimento, che 
possa essere aggraziato di quanto desidera: Ci rimet-
tiamo pur non di meno alIa p:'U savia deliberazione 
delI'A.V.S. aUa quale facciamo profondissima ri.-e-
renza. - Di Vostra Eminenza - li 22 Maggio 1784 -
Umilissimi Devotissimi Obligatissimi Servitori Obbe-
dientissimi e Vassallo Fedelissimo - Il Commenda-
tore Fra Pasquale Sarriano - El Comendator Don 
Matthias Bentura - Dottor Gaetano Buonavita 
Giudice -
Magister Hospitalis Hierusalem :.-=: Attentis relatis 
munus Agrimensoris su.prannumerarij Oraltori Con-
cedimus. Datum in Palatio Die xxv Maij 1784 - L. 
Clinchant Auditor. 
Altezza Serenissima = Michele Cachia Servitore, 
Umilissimo, e Vassallo di Vostra Altezza Ser·enissima 
espone, che per decret'c' di V.A.S. in data deHi 25 
Maggio 1784 fu il Supplicante aggraziato d'esser perito 
Agrimensore soprannumerario come rilevasi dal 
compiegato ricorso: e comecche, cesso di vivere Maes-
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tro Maruzzo Schembri uno de' dodici periti, Percib 
supplica l'oratore la benignita di V.A.S. perchb si 
degni ammetterlo per uno de' dodici Periti Agrimen-
sori del Paese. e dellit Grazia. 
Magister Hospitalis Hierusalem = Fiat. Datum in 
PalatiQ Die iij Septembris 1785 -R.C. Xerri Auditor. 
Ex suo originaZi 
Bajiulivus .F;rater Ludovicus d' Almeyda Portu,gal 
Vicecancellarius. 
Pr. registret et pr. i restituat 
F. Muscat T. r 
Die xxviij Mensis J1l1ii 1786 
registrata et eis Cachia restituta juxta decretationem. 
(from the original in the possession of 
Dr. Antonio Caruana, Zeitun). 
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